
This cowl/hat combo was inspired by the yarn. Misty Alpaca’s Tui and Skacel’s Sim-
pliCria the squishy soft yarn with a chain construction was made for a simple 
squishy design to wrap up in.

Yarn: 1 skein each of Misti Alpaca Tui in Lion, Ochre ( 202, 205, 25gm, 120yds), 1 
skein Skacel SimpliCria in Blue (#252, 25gm, 95yds).                                                                    
Finished size:  16.9” or 43cm long x 17.3” or 44cm circumference.                                                                             
Needles: size 10us 24” circular                                                                                     
Gauge:  23 st per 4”, 35 rows per 4”  in ribbing pattern.
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Turtle Neck Convertible Cowl
 By Tina Johnston

Key

pm: place marker                                    
k: knit                                                      
p: purl                                         
mc: Main Color (ochre)                                          
cc1: Contrasting Color (Lion)                       
cc2:Contrasting Color 2 (Blue)

                                            



Cast on  120 stitches in mc. place 1 marker to keep track of 
your round.  Join for round.

Rows 1-15: k1p1: in mc Break yarn and change colors using a 
jog-less striping method of your choice.                            
Rows 16-30: k1p1 in cc1 change colors as above.                
Rows 31-45: k1p1 in cc2 Change colors as above.                
Rows 46:  k1p1 in cc1, do not break yarn as it will be carried 
along for this section of the cowl while continuing to use 
the jog-less striping method to alternate yarn color on each 
row                                                                                         
Row 47: k1p1 in mc without breaking yarn, drop this yarn 
and pick up cc2.                                                                                
Row 48: k1p1 in cc2.                                                             
Rows 49-95 Repeat rounds 46-48 alternating each yarn shade 
on each round.                                                                        
Row 96: continuing to use cc2 k1p1 around. cut cc2 leaving 
a tail.  Pick up cc1.                                                               
Row 97-108: k1p1 in cc1. drop but do not cut yarn.           

Row 109: pick up mc and k1p1 around. Drop mc and pick 
up cc1.                                                                                    
Row 110: k1p1 in cc1 around.                                               
Rows 111-119: repeat rounds 109 and 110 alternating yarns 
and using the jog-less stripe method to alternate colors 
neatly.                                                                                   
Row 120: bind off loosely.

Finishing: hide ends.  Cowl can be worn loosely around the 
neck or as a hat. Place cowl on your head with the wrong 
side out.  Holding the top edge pull and twist the tube 
while folding into a second layer down over your head.  This 
forms a double layered hat that is extra warm.
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